
 
When we brainstorm for the newsletter it always surprises me how much we get through in a fortnight.  
It highlights how full each day is and how much energy it takes to learn new things… getting to bed  
early and eating plenty of whole foods are just a couple of things we can do to help our children with 
their learning.   
 
 
We made a volcano in the sandpit. We used vinegar and bicarb soda then we went off in partners and 
then we used more or less materials to see what would happen. Poppy 
 
Bicarb Balloon Science. 
The students and teachers went to the art room as we were doing a experiment with bicarb soda. We 
didn't have to work with our age group. There were three groups on separate tables. First we needed a 
bottle, Meaghan gave a bottle to each table. We put special stuff in the bottle that made the balloon fill 
with gas. When we squeezed the bottle the balloon filled up more. It was fun and i could learn more 
about bicarb.  Caleb 
 
Science 

We made a volcano in the sandpit. We blew up a balloon using just a drink bottle and the volcano stuff. 
My balloon was red. By Tahlia  

Lachlan’s News     
 
For the last three weeks a generous man named Matt, has come to the golf course and taught us golf 
lessons every week on Wednesdays to teach us how to improve our skills in golf. When I play golf I am 
now much better than before. Before our lessons I couldn’t get the ball to fly, now I can get it to fly about 
75 meters in the direction I want.  
 
For the past 2 weeks we have been moving the stones and we have also moved the bridge which was 
near the small deck. Now with the stones removed we plan to put down some fake green grass and 
then make it a putting course to practice our golf skills. 
 
With science we have been doing the volcano experiment and varying the ingredients and writing down 
the changes in the reaction. Meaghan suggested we do it in a bottle so we could contain the carbon  
dioxide in a balloon and watch the balloon rise but it did not fill the balloon much. We did a second    
experiment with a smaller bottle and then we were able to watch the balloon fill 
 
In art we did two things; the first thing was Mother's Day hands and the second thing was 2D hut    
building. The Mother’s Day hand was made with a batch of salt dough, we flatten the dough, made a 
handprint in the dough and popped it in the oven for a couple of hours. When it was ready we painted 
them especially for our awesome mums and some grandmas.  
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GOLF 
In the past three weeks our school has been having golf sessions with Matt, a professional golf teacher. So far 
we’ve been learning about proper posture, grip and stance. We also have been doing fun warm up activities like 
kicking the ball to each other, totem tennis, Frisbee, bowling, sumo ball and grip ball. After the warm ups we would 
partner up and try to get the golf ball over an imaginary river, and we’d play golf foot ball were you have to try and 
aim the ball between two cones to get lots of points. 
 
Golf with the school was extremely exciting, because we got to learn new things and do fun activities. 
 

MOTHERS DAY 
One week before Mothers day our school made salt dough hands. First we collected our ingredients, we needed 
flour, water and a lot of salt we needed so much salt that we had to ask Lachlan’s mum to get some more. Once we 
mixed our ingredients we kneaded the dough until it was smooth then we shaped them into hands. After we put 
them in the oven for four hours we white washed them with normal paint, we had to do a couple of layers. After the 
white wash, we painted them with the colour we chose. Then we decorated them and wrapped them in coloured 
cellophane, we made a card, some student wrote a poem for their Mum. 
Making the hands was lots of fun because I like doing art and we got a chance to make our mums something.     
 
 

Sebastian’s Message  
 
In the past 3 weeks, L.S.P.S. has played three sessions of golf. Matt, our new golf teacher has helped and taught us 
things in golf, such as posture, stretches, the types of golf clubs, half swing, full swing and F.M.S (Fundamental 
Moving Stations) which warms us up and get ready for golf. The F.M.S has little activities like sumo ball, (it’s a big 
ball) totem tennis, grip ball and more. 
   
We hadn’t played golf for a while, but I feel I’ve improved my skills.  . 
 

Our school also had grade 3 and 5 students do NAPLAN!! It wasn’t really hard until Thursday, where we had to do 
maths. Tuesday was spelling and writing, Wednesday we had to read articles and Thursday was maths. 
 
Les, our worker has fixed our rotunda and painted it a coral blue. He now is going to build a door in the middle room 
of our classroom where our bags are. We also have take out the rocks near the classroom for Les to build a deck. 
We had to shovel, broom, rake and wheelbarrow the stones away. We’re also going to put fake grass for a mini golf 
course. The red bridge has also been moved.     
 

When it was mother’s day, we made salt dough hands for our mums. We had to gather our ingredients and make 
this oval shaped dough. It was oval because two hands had to be slightly pushed in together, but if you pushed it 
too far your hand may have broke. After we pushed our hand in we had to cut out the shape of the hand so there 
was literally just a dough hand. We had to oil a cup or bowl mold the hand on it and bake it for 4 hours. 
 
After that, we could decorate the hand to make it want look like what we wanted. 
I was happy when I gave my mum her salt dough hand. 
 
We’ve mostly been happy here at school, there’s also been people falling over a lot, and it was Lachlan’s birthday 
on May 16th. It’s been good and happy. 
 




